
                                                               

5-Day Series Campaign (Rinse and Repeat) 

THE BASICS... 

What is it? 
A live campaign in a Facebook group that takes place over 5 days and results in a call 
to action to fill your Front End or your Ongoing. 

“Rinse & Repeat” because it’s designed to be repeated and can become a signature 
offering – a “Coffee Date” Offer. 

What Makes This Different – aka the UPSIDE... 
Positioned to get a participant a REAL result. 

• “You give me a little time over 5 days in this group, I give you [X].”

Highly Interactive and Experiential. 
• Engagement is a BIG part of what makes this work; you and your support team will be 

focused on fostering engagement and getting participants involved.

Highly Adaptable. 
• Can make them more or less complex depending on the time you have and the 

team you have.

Highly EFFECTIVE. 
• These are a form of “what’s working now.”
• "Impossible” to “screw up.” If paying attention, you will make sales from little effort.

People RAVE and will stick to you like glue. 
• You’re actually helping them DO the thing. They get a real, live OUTCOME, and they 

see that you’re doing more than positioning content or the sale.
• Moving a TON of peeps down the fairway, whether they buy from you then or not.

Why We’re Doing This Now… 
Once you have the basics of your offers and messaging, you can add launches 
and sequencing back IN. 

Even better: because a campaign like this is SO interactive, it helps you DIAL IN your offers and 
messaging even more. 

(Note: you do want to have the basics of your offer and message down; DON’T “fly blind” or 
do a lot of guessing!) 

A rinse and repeatable campaign simplifies your marketing even more. 
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The Downside… 
It IS a campaign. Which means… WORK. It’s work to pull these together. 

Therefore, there is risk involved. 

Therefore, don’t do one until you know your offers work! 

WARNING… All of this is BETA. 

We’re still working it out and will continue to update as we really dial it in. 

MINDSETS to Have Going In… 
Iterate! Get the first one DONE and build from there. 

REUSE. This is “Rinse and Repeat” for a reason. Also, use content that has WORKED to inform 
what you do. 

EXPERIENCE (as in, the participant experience) matters more than “getting the content right.” 

Dial it in. This is all one big experiment as you figure it out. Use what happens to inform the 
next one. 

Have FUN. This is fantastic for those of us who love to be “on” and teach and connect with 
our peeps. 

On that note, quick note… you DON’T have to do this. It’s an AMPLIFIER. 

The idea here is to create an asset you can use over and over again – just like your offer letter, 
or call to action messages, or an email sequence. If this isn’t your style, don’t do it. :) 
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THE BIG PICTURE OVERVIEW… 
This is a “masterclass” or “challenge” or “immersion” that is designed to create a RESULT in your 
participants. (We’ll look at choosing the topic, and the RESULT, in a moment.) 

You will be giving them a short assignment, that “proves the point” of what you offer – i.e., 
gives them an immediate RESULT and demonstrates that what you do actually WORKS. 

Therefore, EVERYTHING you’re up to is about helping them GET THE RESULT. 

There are three Stages, and an optional 4th stage (really “Stage Zero” as it comes before the 
other 3.) 

• STAGE ZERO: Filling the Group before you officially kick off.
o. Can do this as far in advance as you feel like. 
o. The FOCUS: Filling the group with engaged participants. 

• STAGE ONE: The Pre-Game.
o. Monday thru Sunday, before content starts to drop. 
o. The FOCUS: Filling the group with engaged participants, AND leading peeps 

through initial content to get them in the best place mentally to rock it out. 

• STAGE TWO: Content and Results.
o. Delivering the content and helping them get the promise. 
o. Seeing your program so that when you offer it, it’s NOT a surprise or coming 

out of the blue. 
o. Five days of solid content and seeding, Monday thru Friday. 
o. The FOCUS: Giving them a phenomenal experience, getting the 

engagement and helping them create the RESULTS that lead to conversion! 

• STAGE THREE: Enrollment Extravaganza. :) 
o. Once you’ve delivered what you promised (the result), you’re going pedal to 

the metal on ENROLLMENT. 
o. Example of timing: Friday of Stage Two (“Content and Results”) through 

Tuesday of the following week. 
o. The FOCUS: Delivering that high-value content and getting peeps in 

your program. 
o. Important: Need a DEADLINE... a hard stop where all the content comes down 

and it’s over. 
p. We added a 75 minute-ish bonus Messaging Workshop that was held 2 weeks 

later (this is optional). 

• POST-GAME:
o. Giving out prizes, bringing any loose ends to completion and onboarding new 

clients. 
o. Then, start the program. 
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BIG PICTURE DECISIONS… 

What are you SELLING? 
• You can choose to sell either you Front End or Ongoing offer.
• Once you get this campaign going, it can then be like a “front end.”
• Ongoing is going to require MORE SELLING in your content, and likely more selling in 

the actual enrollment.
• IF you have a super-short Front End, it may make more sense to enroll your Ongoing, 

OR to put a bunch of peeps in your Front End at once.

Decision to Make: Are you selling your Front End or your Ongoing? 

What’s your POSITIONING? 
• Remember, your “class” or “challenge” is an OFFER that has to solve a pressing pain 

and deliver a specific OUTCOME.
• It makes working with you in the next step (your Front End or Ongoing) obvious.

Decision to Make: What’s the TOPIC of your Masterclass, and the OUTCOME it will deliver? 

How are you DEMONSTRATING the result? 
• The best conversion mechanism in the world is a RESULT
• The Demonstration is a micro-result that proves your stuff works, DEMONSTRATES your 

methodology and gives a mini-win and a WOW.
• This is the same concept as the Front End Offer, only smaller!!

Decision to Make: What’s the “hack” or technique that will DEMONSTRATE and prove 
that you’ve got the goods? 
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A Little More on FINDING the TOPIC…. 
What’s PAIN ISLAND and PLEASURE ISLAND? 

• This pretty much matches Pain & Pleasure Island of your Ongoing.

What STOPS them? What’s the big problem? 
• This will usually be accompanied by what they THINK they have to do – i.e assumptions.

What’s your BREAKTHROUGH? What do you know instead? 
• This is an assumption bust!!!
• When the offer sells, you don’t have to sell.

What are the IMPLICATIONS (aka BENEFITS) to this Breakthrough? 
• Examples: Sell without selling, Less time doing content, Make $$ any time you want, and 

dozens more!

When you have the topic, make it SHORT and benefit-focused. 
• Examples: Sacred Scaling Masterclass, 5-Day Visibility Challenge, 5 Figure Paydays 

On Demand, Pricing Masterclass, etc.

TESTING your TOPIC... 
Ideally, your topic is already tested because you’ve done call to action messages and such 
on it before. 

If you haven’t tested the topic yet, send out a Testing message. 

If this topic leads to a sale, you know you’re ready!! 

Another Decision To Make: Pop Up FB group, “regular” FB group or something else? 
There are Pros and Cons to each option... 

What we’ve decided to do: make a Sacred Scaling group that will get archived each time 
we wrap up. 
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PLANNING THE CONTENT... 
There is an Arc, or a Journey, that you want to take participants on... with built-in flexibility. 

It goes something like this... 

STEP ZERO: The Pre-Game 
Welcome Video. 

• A story or framework that introduces the Big Picture Paradigm Bust.
• You want them to GET it from the very beginning!
• Your first opportunity to have them having the “AHA”

Pre-Game Homework that Sets them Up For Success. 
• This can be a mindset thing... aka. What do they need to BELIEVE in order for them 

to see the Big Outcome (of the masterclass, your program and the recurring) as a 
probability?

• For Sacred Scaling, they NEED “ideal client” before their offers will work.

You’re also going to be doing other things (Referrals Contest, etc) – but most importantly, 
give them something to do before the party starts. 

IMPORTANT: You want a Call To Action (give them some kind of assignment) in EVERY step, or 
nearly every step. Engagement is the name of the game. 

Step ONE: Big Picture Paradigm Bust 
What’s the biggest assumption that peeps have about getting the ULTIMATE result, and 
how does your program bust it? 

• Ex: If the offer is irresistible, you don’t have to “sell.”

Teach them the fundamentals of the paradigm bust. 
• Ex: 4 Keys of Irresistible Offers.

Immediately have them apply it with your “Demonstration Hack” – aka Breakthrough Exercise. 
• NOT just “mindset” or positioning the next thing, but an actual USEFUL TOOL that they try 

right away.
• You’re looking for something that makes them go, “Oh wow, this WORKS.”
• Example: Interest Post Wording.

This is the CORE of the entire Masterclass content. You want to give it to them right away. 
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STEP TWO: Practical Application of the Vision 
They’re doing their first assignment... Now it’s time to back up and give them some bigger 
context, and a “how” for getting their assignment done. 

Example... 
• Our bigger vision (aka the Pain & Pleasure) for Sacred Scaling is to scale without 

all the marketing stuff.
• So, I gave them the Golf Course Metaphor for more paradigm busting (we move 

peeps with the OFFER and messaging).
• Then I gave them the Aligned Worth Tenet (the “how”) and the next part of the 

assignment (get into some convos and make some sales).
• These things are the PRACTICAL APPLICATION of the paradigm bust we use (offers) to 

help them get that.

STEP THREE: The Ultimate Transformation if They Continue on the Path 
A breakdown of how your Big Picture Paradigm Bust works to get them the bigger outcome. 

• Ex: Scale with 50% Less Marketing. “So we use 2 offers. The first one acts as a way to 
flow people into the second one. We use very strategic messaging to move peeps 
down the fairway. Do this right, and you can sell without having to market til you’re 
blue in the face (by the way, here’s how we do that).”

What it is NOT: a breakdown of your 9-Step Framework. 
• What we do: “You’re going to get this, this and this” – all of it thrills our Inner Child.
• What everyone else does: “you have to do this, this and this” (half of it they’ve 

already tried, half of it they hate, etc.)
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Day-By-Day Breakdown of Delivery... 
Here is an example breakdown from the first round of Sacred Scaling. 

There is a LOT of flexibility here for going LIVE or pre-recording. 

No matter what, it’s important to remember that engagement is the name of the game. 

Stage One: The Pre-Game 
• Monday: Pre-recorded Welcome Video
• Tuesday or Wednesday: Drop the pre-game assignment.

For the rest of Stage One, you’re getting peeps to consume those two videos with pointed 
posts and content. 

Stage Two: Content & Results. 
Content and delivering value is the focus. 

• Monday: First part of Big Picture Paradigm Bust (aka The core teachings.)
• Tuesday: Assignment of Big Picture Paradigm Bust (can be pre-recorded.)
• Wednesday: First part of Practical Application.
• Thursday: Second part of Practical Application AND softly drop the offer. 

Stage Three: Enrollment Extravaganza 
You’ve delivered value, and now it’s time to move onto enrollment. 

• Friday: Ultimate Transformation and Offer (don’t skip this!)
• BONUS Lives: Some really COOL things that they may want to see.
• Saturday: Q+A (or nothing!)
• Sunday: Client panel

o. Positioned around a specific TOPIC – i.e. NOT just “the success panel.” 
• Monday and Tuesday: More Paradigm Busts / Mindset Shifts

o. Ex: “Here’s Our Table, Want To Sit At Our Table?” (“The Mindset That Eliminates 
‘Selling’ Forever”) 

o. Ex: What gets to really happen for them when the Ultimate Transformation is 
Reached? 
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IMPORTANT DELIVERY NOTES... 

What Goes Into the Videos, and How To Make The Offer… 
What goes into the videos: Your TEACHING!!! 

• Don’t hold back on the value.
• They’re ALREADY been positioned for conversion, so don’t need to do a lot of “what 

why not how.”

Look for opportunities to BUST PARADIGMS along the way – aka the Nurture Messages 
Formula. 

• The more assumptions/paradigms you bust, the more "AHAs” you create, the more 
you’re going to convert.

For Friday’s video (aka. When you make the OFFER), do your teaching as usual – i.e., just 
walk them through your model – and then cap it off with a Direct Call to Action. 

• Connect the dots for peeps along the way as to WHY they want to sign up.
• Lay out what it’s costing them.

Important Points about your OFFER… 
Presume a YES. 

Connect the dots. 
• Really spell out what it’s costing them to stay in the same place.
• But AVOID heavy-handed tactics!

Spell out WHAT’S MISSING!!!! 
• It’s up to YOU to remind them why they are NOT done, not by any means.

HARD DEADLINE. 
• Remind them that all the content comes down and follow through on it.
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ENGAGEMENT – a.k.a. THE AMPLIFIER... 

Engagement, and getting your stuff seen, is KEY for this method to work. 

Your biggest partner in this is your TEAM. 

Team drives engagement... That’s part of their job. 

Use a few key tools and then add more as you get your process dialed in. 

ENGAGEMENT Techniques (to be lead/executed by the team) 
Tagging. Used throughout. Has to be done in a way that you and your team doesn’t end up 
in FB jail. 

Specifics are fiddly and change all the time. Do some research/ask in the group before your 
campaign so you have the latest strategies. 

Welcome post and shout-outs. 
• Using tagging for this.

Commenting on posts and amplifying the wins of peeps in the group. 
• Celebrating and amplifying the wins of those in the group.

Commenting on your videos 
• This can be things like agreements, “truthbombs,” positioning of YOU, and quotes pulled 

from the content
• Gets your videos SEEN. (Hacks the algorithm.)
• Creates social proof.
• Creates an “outline” of the content – more people will consume it (if they don’t want to 

watch)

Referrals contest and Engagement contest 

These are the basics. Then you can dial it up from here with things like personal LIVE messages, 
“concierges”, etc. 

Whatever you choose, remember, we are NOT pushing anyone. The energy is... Here’s my 
table, do you want to come sit at it? THEY come to YOU. 
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BEST PRACTICES FOR EACH STAGE... 

STAGE ZERO: Filling The Group Before You Kick Off  
Aim for at least 300 participants in the group. 

How to Fill: 
• Email to your own list
• Having others mail for you
• Announcing it in ACTIVE Facebook groups
• Facebook ads
• Referral Contest
• Specialized software (Pepper)

Come up with a plan to fill it, and stick to it. 

If you’re doing a pop-up group, DON’T fill it way far out in advance. Think about engagement 
here. 

Decide if people will opt-in or not. 
• Opt-In means you can communicate via a segmented email list and connect 

with peeps after the fact.
• NO opt-in is “friction free” for participants to join.
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STAGE ONE: The Pre-Game 
Keep everyone at the gate (i.e., don’t approve) until you “officially” open. 

• Creates demand and anticipation.
• Recommend tagging in a welcome message after you accept people and open the 

group, especially for those who requested early-on.

Referrals Contest. 
• This worked well for the Sacred Scaling Masterclass.  
• Give away ONE prize, and make it be BIG.
• Example: One entry for every referral, until they get to 3 referrals. Then they get 10 

entries.
• Run the contest until right before Stage 2 starts. Then the Referrals contest portion is 

over, and we move on to the Engagement portion.
• Use hashtag to track

Your GOALS for the participants at this stage are: 
• Watch the Welcome Video
• Do the pre-game assignment and POST about it
• Referrals

Drip out at least 1 post per day. 

Have your team engage with peeps through tagging, commenting on posts, and 
commenting on your content – especially your videos. 
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STAGE TWO: Content & Results. 
Engagement is the name of the game here. Your focus should be on GETTING them to do the 
work, and PARTICIPATING – ie posting! 

The main “assignment” is the Demonstration Technique. HOWEVER, you want to have simple 
assignments for each video. 

• Demonstration piece is the “BIG” assignment... aka. the thing you want to have them 
do.

• All the other “little assignments” are there to create engagement and to nudge the 
big thing along.

Engagement Contest 
• Opportunity to win the BIG prize
• Then a little prize (aka. Do the assignment, get something cool and relevant that they 

can’t get anywhere else.)
• One entry for each assignment. If they did the big thing we wanted them to do (Offer 

Statement + Test + Talk to at least one person), they got 10 entries, plus the little prize 
(Energetic Clearing Ritual)

• Use hashtags to track

Team drives engagement the entire time. 
• Commenting on your videos (to get them seen)
• Cheering people on (so they are seen)
• Monitoring the Engagement Contest

Pre-FRAME the Demonstration Technique (or the assignment) and set the boundaries. 
• These assignments can create rabbit holes and hijacking.  
• Ex: #FeedbackPlease – people will essentially turn their posts into self-promo and 

pitching.

SEED your offer along the way! 

Give feedback and recognition along the way!!! 
• You are scoping out potential clients. They are auditioning. 

Use your video content as Nurture Messages.

And post PROOF (social proof calls to action), both from your past clients, and highlighting 
those with wins in the group. 

NOTE: We closed the doors to the group a month after the Series - essentially when the 
enrollment closed. This was mainly based on the Facebook ads team suggestion to us. 
You can close your group the week after your Series if you want - totally up to you. At a 
certain point people aren’t going to catch up because they need the entire arc. 
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STAGE THREE: Enrollment Extravaganza 
Have a special offer. 

• For us: if they signed up during the Series, gave them Build Your Community program 
as well.

When the switch flips from Results to Enrollment, go FULL ON with enrollment. 
• This means you’re less concerned about the assignment part.

YOU control the conversation. 
• Peeps will continue to post assignments, and that’s OK.
• However, YOU are steering the conversation to “Here’s my table, look at my table.”

Do NOT get distracted. 
• Peeps will try to continue to get feedback on assignments and other things.
• Remember, your goal = enrollment.

Spend some time on your enrollment content – aka. the videos. 
• Choose topics (assumptions to bust) that answer the biggest objections.
• Ex. Offer statement tells you if your offer is irresistible or not. Offer statement ALONE 

won’t enroll without sales calls.

Post TONS of Straight Up Call to Action messages. More than you think. 

Post TONS of Social Proof Hand Raisers. 
• NOT “case studies” – social proof that makes specific points.
• You can use case studies too. Just make sure they deliver an OUTCOME.

Choose your deadline carefully and STICK TO IT 
• For example, if you’re closing enrollment the week after your series, Friday through 

Tuesday could be your Sales Days
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POST-GAME… 
Make a post asking peeps to post if they did all the assignments and qualify for the prizes. 
This puts the work on THEM. 

Choose the big prize winner carefully, yourself. 
• Some might find this “out of integrity.” Personally, I do NOT.
• We’re here to enroll, not give prizes.

Thank peeps and close the group! 
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